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DNA Fingerprinting:
Approaches and Applications
Edited by

Terry Burlce. Univ. of Leicester. GB
GaudeDz Dolf. Univ. of Berne. Switzerland
Alec J. Jeffreys. Univ. of Leicester. GB
Roger Wolff. USCF - HSE 1556. San Francisco. USA
1991. 416 pages. Hardcover. ISBN 3-7643-2562-3. (EXS 58)

Molecular Genetics of Hypervarlable DNA
Principles and recent advances in human DNA fingerprintingGe~rationofvariabilityatVNTRlociinhumanDNA-Human

VNTR sequences in porcine HTF-islands - Oligonucleotide
fingerprinting using simple repeat motifs: a convenient.
ubiquitously applicable method to detect hypervariability for
multiple porpnses - DNA fingerprinting of the human intestinal
parasite Giardia inleslinolis with hypervariable minisateDite
sequences-Human variable number of tandem repeat probes as
a source of polymorphic markers in experimental animals DNA fmgerprinting: the utilization of minisatellite probes to
detect a somatic mutation in the Proteus syndrome - Genetic
variability of satellite sequence in the dipteran Musca

domestica.
Population Genetics and Evolutionary Biology
Analysis of population genetic structure by DNA fingerprinting
- Population genetics of hypervariable loci: analysis of PCR
based VNTR polymorphism within a population - Population
genetic data determined for five different single locus
minisatellite probes - MultiJocus and single locus minisateDite
analysis in population biological studies - Helpers-at-the-nest
in European Bee-eaters (Merops apiasler): a genetic analysisCloning. characterization and evolution ofIndian peafowlPavo
cirrislallls minisateDite loci - Use of sex-linked minisalellite
fragments to investigate genetic differentiation and migration
of North American popUlations of the peregrine falcon (Falco

peregrinus).

Economically important Animals and Plants
Hypervariable DNA markers and their applications in the
chicken - Cloning of hypervariable minisatellite and simple
sequence microsatellite repeats for DNA fingerprinting of
important aquacu!tural species of salmonids and tilapias -

Genetic factors accountable for line-specific DNA
fingerprint bands in quail - Identification of markers
associated with quantitative trait loci in chickens by DNA
fingerprinting - Two dimensional DNA fmgerprinting in
animals - Applications of DNA fmgerprinting in plant
breeding - Oligonucleotide fingerprinting in plants and
fungi - The isolation and characterisation of plant
sequences homologous to human hypervariable
minisateDites.
Implementation oCDNA Typing
DNA fingerprinting; a biotechnology in business - DNA
fingerprinting: its applications in forensic case work Tracking the violent criminal offender through DNA typing
profiles. A national database system concept- The quality
control of cell banks using DNA fingerprinting - Detection
of amplified VNTR alleles by direct chemiluminescence:
application to the genetic identification of biological
samples in forensic cases - Genetic typing using automated
electrophoresis and fluorescence detection.
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in Protein Sequence Analysis
Edited by

H. Jornvall
J.-O. Hoog
A.-M. Gustavsson

Karolinska Institute. Stockholm. Sweden (Eds)
1991.408 pages. Hardcover. ISBN 3-7643-2506-2, (ALS)
This book focuses on the methodological and
interpretational aspects of protein analysis.
Topics covered include novel approaches to sequencerinstrumentation, different aspects of peptide purification. as well as new results in capillary electrophoresis, proteolysis. special
chemical problems and modified residues. Mass
spectrometry - including ion evaporation ionization and plasma desorption mass spectrometry
- data bank comparisons and predictive methods,
synergism with DNA analysis of three-dimensional structures. folding and interpretations are
also treated. New possibilities are offered by
emerging techniques such as C-terminal sequence analysis, the usefulness of capillary
electrophoresis. mass spectrometry, more
sophisticated sequencers and other instruments.
as well as the impressive collection of structures
available in data banks and valuable conclusions
comparisons and functional

From the Contents:

- Sequencer methodology and
instrumentation
- Sample preparation and analysis
- Modified residues. chemical problems
and synthetic peptides
- Proteolysis
- Mass spectrometry
- Synergism with DNA analysis
- Predictions, data banks. patterns and
tertiary structures
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